
TRADITIONALIST 1925-1945
Set rules & standards of "good employee."
Strong need for face-to-face contact. 
Favor disciplinary measures for correction. 
Low risk, especially with money.
Prefer high formality in clothing, hierarchy,
familiarity, and touch. 
Social with friends outside of "work" primarily. 

 
BABY BOOMERS 1946-1964
Highly competitive due to a large number of peers.
Job and identity are more closely intertwined. 
Strong sales ability & "presence"
More likely to want a consequence to disobedience
Prefers telephone & face to face meetings.
More wisdom due to years in their area.
More likely to be loyal to one company.
Prefer teamwork models for employees.
More likely to do "management by walking around"
More established in so less adaptable to new
changes.

GENX 1965-1984
Significantly less competitive and social with co-
workers.
More likely to ask forgiveness than permission. 
Get it done attitude with low feedback needs. 
Prefers email.
More willing to take risks and own responsibility.
Prefers independent work models.
Less likely to fight changes unless they have
significant impact on their personal lives.  

MILLENNIALS/GenZ 1985 - 2005
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Extremely adaptable to change and eager to be a
part of the growth process. 
Millennials are more likely to value purpose, and
contribution/ GenZ is more likely to appreciate pay. 
Confusion about competition, the definition of
excellence, and self-monitoring 
More risk-averse and less likely to do face-to-face
confrontation. 
Prefers text or program management platforms.
Prefers informality and clear standard setting
Clear expectations, feedback and task lists are
essential.  

What can we do to bridge gaps?

Develop early leader tapping programs
Let mentors be part of the interview process
Help employees see a path to growth through
hard and soft skill development
Reward manager success (retention bonus)
Strong leadership & soft-skills training at every
age
Add younger employees to
boards/leadership/decision-making teams

HAVING DIFFERENCES ALLOWS
US TO FILL IN GAPS IN OUR OWN

GENERATION TO BE A MORE
COHESIVE TEAM! 
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